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It didn't take Rim 24 hours o make light. He could take whatever tire He wanted to. So we

have the first day - and there's no sun dividing time yet - so there's no reason to say it's

24 hours. It might have been five minutes and it might have beer, 5 billion years - you have

nothing to. tell you. And the second daythe same way and the third day the same way. Well

now how about-the fifth day? Or boi about the third day - that's before the sun was there *

was the third day a day of 2!J hours or was it shorter or was it longer? We don't know. It

doesn't says But can we make a guess, - I think we can. I. think we can make a uesa that

it was much longer than 24 hours " Bead verse U - in the third. day - "And God said 'Let

the earth bring forth grass, the herb yielding seed, and the fruit tree yielding fruit after

his kind, whose seed is in itself, unon the earth! and it was so. And the earth brought

forth grass, and herb yielding seed after his kind, and the tree yielding fruit, whose seed

was in itself, after his kinds and God saw that it was good. And the evenind and the morning

were the third day." Was this third day 24 hours? Well, if what God did wag say "Let the

earth be covered with fruit trees" it might be one second, mightn't it? But that's, not what

he said. He said, "Let the earth bring forth grass and fruit trees and. everything." Well

how fast does the earth bring forth grass and trees? Some kinds of trees take a hundred

:iears to grow. How long did it take the earth to bring forth all these kinds of trees, all

the vegetation, so all the vegetation and all the kinds of trees were atanding on the earth?

Wel God could have seeded up the process just like you take a camera and you take pictures

of the growth of a tree and then you run it over double sneed, He could have speeded it U

so it all haD-ened in five minutes if Re chose. But there's nothing here to suggest that Re

did it. And so my guess is that this third day was a reriod of several million years. That's

u guess - it's, only a guess. If you want to believe it's 2/ hours -.certatnly God could do

it in 2l hours if He chose but the Bible doesn't say which. But it sounds to me more like a

longer period. Now there are so iany of these other subjects live been asd to sneak of - I

won't HER take time to read with you about the fIfth and sixth day'but only to say it's ex

actly the same situation as in the third - that it says that the water shall bring forth

abundantly moving creatures, the earth is to bring forth animals and so on Well that doesn't

sound like let the earth be covered with animals, not an instantaneous creation but a gradual

coming into existence is what the "ohraseology is
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